Pension living costs vs inflation:
How the upcoming pension rise
won't help the elderly
THE cost of living crisis will hurt pensioners the
most after the scrap of the state pension triple lock.
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Disabled pensioner in tears over cost of living crisis
burden
Pensioners had their triple lock guarantee scrapped for the forthcoming tax
year after Chancellor Rishi Sunak did away with the state pension promise in
the autumn Budget. The change has come during a soaring cost of living
crisis gripping the UK, with inflation at its highest rate in 30 years.
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Due to warped earnings data as a result of the pandemic, state pension
payments were initially expected to grow much higher than they will now.
It was hoped an eight percent rise would be on the way for pensioners, and
would have been one of the largest increases ever.
But it was too good to be true for the nations' pensioners, and the triple lock
was temporarily scrapped in favour of the so called ‘double lock’.
Announcing the move in September, Work and Pensions Secretary Therese
Coffey said it would ensure pensioners did not "unfairly" benefit from a
"statistical anomaly".
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Pensioners will be facing heightened cost and less than anticipated pension (Image: GETTY)
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It comes at a time when UK households are paying
more for essentials, and pensioners will be feeling the
brunt of the inflated cost of living.

While new annual data from the Department for Work
Boris REFUSES to and Pensions shows the state pension has been uprated
scrap hated tax rise so pensioners received equivalent amounts each year,
as thousands sign
it’s not enough to stave off the effects of the burgeoning
petition
crisis that is fast becoming unmanageable.

Becky O’Connor, Head of Pensions and Savings, interactive investor, said:
“Although state pension upratings have largely kept pace with CPI inflation,
it isn’t enough to feel satisfied that all pensioners are able to keep up with the
rising cost of living.
“Inflation is a subjective experience and can be different for different
households.

Pensions rise each year in line with certain rates (Image: GOV.UK)

“We know, for example, that pensioners tend to spend a higher proportion of
their overall income on energy and food, so disproportionate price increases
in these categories affect them more.
“It’s clear that the coming 3.1 percent rise in the state pension this April will
not be enough to support the basic living cost rises of older households who
depend on this benefit, if inflation continues to be significantly higher for the
rest of the year.
“In these times of high and rising inflation, considering the impact of rising
prices for different types of household in uprating decisions, might lead to a
more representative result.”
Uprating takes place each year, and makes sure pensioners receive a similar
amount every year.
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This year, the uprating is in line with the 2.5 minimum,
and not in line with inflation, which was scrapped due
to the changes.
Instead, the rise will be the consumer inflation rate or
2.5 percent, whichever is higher.
Inflation currently stands at 5.4 percent, and is
expected to rise further as 2022 goes on.

The Bank of England is also expected to incrementally raise interest rates
after 18 months of the historic low of 0.1 percent levied on mortgages and
loans.
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The Bank began the process of restraining prices by raising the interest rate
from the super-low level of 0.1 percent to 0.25 percent in December.
The central bank expects inflation to rise to six percent by spring 2022, and
while experts have warned help is needed for struggling pensioners and
vulnerable people, Mr Sunak is doing little to help.
Now, British households are likely to be paying as much as £2,000 per year
on energy bills when the yet-to-be-announced cap comes into force in April.
Pensioners are likely to feel the brunt of the rising costs, particularly those
who are dependent on their state pension to afford necessities and pay bills.

